These cards are not needed for gameplay, they are provided to give more info on the characters in the game.

**THUNDERMACE**
Height: 6’7”  Weight: 350 Lbs.
Arro, the finest warrior from the city of Windsoar, was sent to search out the fabed dragon in hopes of finding the means to save his world. When he found the alien dragon, Komodo, a mystic warrior was created by the fusion of man and dragon into a new entity, the Thundermace. With the weapon created, the hybrid warrior attacked the demons that threatened to overtake his homeworld.

Distinguishing characteristics: His red dragon scale cape and armor is alive and sentient, able to do his bidding. The Thundermace that he wields is the focused energy of dragon magical energy.

*Thundermace* featured the first published work of world famous artist Robert A. Kraus, in his seven issue run, he also launched the career of Chakan, the Forever Man.

**STEPHEN DARKLORD**
Height: 6’2”  Weight: 265 Lbs.
A career soldier specializing in assassination and survival training, he survived a radioactive cataclysm that changed the world he knew into a land of mutants, technos and mysterious mystics. Possessing the genetic ability to survive under these harsh circumstances all the world wants him dead or alive.

Distinguishing characteristics: His one eye is gone, replaced with a bionic cyber implant.

*Stephen Darklord the Survivor* starred in three comics in the eighties from RAK Graphics the company of world famous artist Robert A. Kraus.

**CHAKAN**
Height: 6’4”  Weight: 195 Lbs.
A master alchemist and swordsman the undead warrior treads a long and solitary path that criss crosses the world. As his mystic swords of flame and lightning shine down the super natural evil he finds, he finds no solace. They’re just another obstacle on his journey that will not end until he once again crosses blades with Death.

Distinguishing characteristics: Cursed to wear the Reaper’s face his visage is that of Death itself.

*Chakan was featured as a back-up in the mid-eighties comic book Thundermace, and later starred in three of his own graphic novels. He also starred in the hit Sega video game named after him.*

**FIRE DEMONES**
Height: 5’9”  Weight: 145 Lbs.
Cast away in the twilight realm of limbo the evil Fire Demoness plots her escape and revenge. For now she can live only through the dreams of the sleeping, unwitting victims of her ghastly visions. She is vindictive and spiteful, and never likes to lose, so panic and chaos always surround her and those unlucky enough to cross her path.

Distinguishing characteristics: She has the ability to make dreams turn to nightmares both in waking and sleeping hours.

*She started out as a best selling print and later became a character in the Chakan mythos.*

**EXECUTIONER**
Height: 6’9”  Weight: 450 Lbs.
The Executioner dutifully plied his trade as his father and his father's father before him, without question or pause. All that changed when he executed an innocent peasant girl. Wrecked by guilt and regret he committed suicide thus sending his soul to do penance in limbo. He stands guard before a set of ornate gates protecting them from demons that threaten to overwhelm him. Are they the gates to Heaven or the gates to Hell?

Distinguishing characteristics: The silent warrior still wears the noose around his hood as a constant reminder of what he was and what he is.

*The Executioner is the star of his own graphic novel published by RAK Graphics and written and drawn by Robert A. Kraus.*